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Coleridge never succeeded in finding an adequate po-

etic authority for himself, but from around 1800 to his 

death he sought ways to justify a poetic authority for 

others—for Wordsworth, Milton, Shakespeare—on the 

basis of a fully integrated self that retained its free 

agency, yet somehow spoke, as the Ancient Mariner 

did, with an inspiration that transcended personal ex-

perience. (171) 

This brings us back again to the "fully integrated self" as a 

site of endeavor and danger, yet in the course of doing so it 

seems to me to obliterate the notion of writing as a matter 

of undecidability. There is no space here to discuss the am-

biguities of the concept of "success" or "achievement" in the 

context of Coleridge, nor even to open the question as to 

whether it is appropriate to use the name-of-Coleridge as 

the overarching sign for an "engagement" with authority and 

the self which was clearly writ in much larger cultural terms 

around the figure of the individual suffering poet/philoso-

pher; but what can, I think, be said is that the notion of an 

inspiration that transcends personal experience is an expres-

sion of an inescapable paradox; the paradox which we have 

sometimes, through many historical windings and across 

many cultures, called "soul." Our engagements with such a 

concept, such an experience which in itself always points 

beyond experience, will always be hovering, they will always 

catch us at thresholds, the thresholds which Coleridge ap-

proaches with such courage and despair in"Christabel" and 

"Kubla Khan"; whether the inability to pass over a thresh-

old which would "alter everything" represents a lack of suc-

cess is perhaps an imponderable question, for under every 

threshold is buried a forgotten god who will exact a price in 

personal and textual transformation for our projected hu

bris. 

The field which Riede traverses is a crucial one; it appears 

to me that in the context of the romantic writers a supple-

mentary approach might be through the notion of inner 

and outer worlds and the problematic flow of authority be-

tween them. An emblematic text might be "The Mental Trav-

eller": whence springs the observer's authority here? From 

walking, we might say, on the wild side; but also and with 

painful simultaneity from suffering the necessity of trans-

ferring these insights across an awesome threshold of com-

munication. The perception, the pathos, we might say, is 

clothed in words, indeed in the garments of lamentation 

insofar as they invariably represent loss of authenticity, of 

authority; and the result is always worse than we could imag-

ine, because as the frail vessel emerges from the reeds it of-

ten seems as though there is nothing left inside the clothing, 

we see a "signature" with no document, presumed author-

ity with nothing left to authorize, an already self-consumed 

artefact. If there is any truth in this, then it would apply in 

differing ways to all writing; when we look at the romantics 

in particular, perhaps the differance we sense is not in this 

basic structure of loss, which is the ground of all searchings 

for authority, but in its reassimilation into the text, in the 

manifestation of a certain agonizing level of self-awareness; 

a certainty that authority is problematic, floating only tem-

porarily on a dark sea while other, unnameable sails rise 

over the horizon. 

Joseph Viscomi. Blake and the Idea of the Book. 

Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1993. 

xxvii + 453 pp. $49.50. 

Reviewed by ALEXANDER S. GOURLAY 

When Robert N. Essick's William Blake, Printmaker 

came out 14 years ago, it seemed to me the last pos-

sible word on most of Blake's workshop techniques, and it 

certainly was a vast improvement on all that had been said 

about them before. Joseph Viscomi's new account of the 

processes used in the illuminated books, the first of two 

planned studies about Blake and printing, carries the dis-

cussion beyond the methods themselves into their conse-

quences in the entire illuminated canon and their theoreti-

cal implications for understanding Blake's art. It constitutes 

a Grand Unified Theory of illuminated printing and pub-

lishing, revealing important new patterns in the vast sea of 

data about Blake's books that Keynes, Wolf, Erdman, Bentley 

and others have compiled so lovingly. A few points in this 

ambitious book will no doubt be further refined, and it will 

not make Bentley's Blake Books or the forthcoming supple-

ment to it obsolete, but for the foreseeable future Blake and 

the Idea of the Book will be just as indispensable for every-

one who writes about Blake's illuminated books and his other 

graphic works. Even those disputing Viscomi will do so in 

the terms of his arguments. 

Viscomi writes very clearly and carefully, though his em-

phatic, enthusiastic style can be trying, even when one agrees 

with him—sometimes it's like being shouted a t . . . or proph-

esied to. But most readers will appreciate his exhilarating 

distrust of all received opinion and everyone will profit from 

his extraordinary ability to synthesize complex information 

in new ways. His most unusual asset in this undertaking is 

his extensive practical experience with processes virtually 

identical to Blake's, some of which he acquired in co-pub-

lishing the Manchester Etching Workshop facsimile edition 

of the Songs: impressions from reproductions of some of 

Blake's relief printing plates were hand-colored, producing 

pages that look even more like Blake's than the collotype 

and stencil facsimiles by the Trianon Press. His participa-

tion in this venture afforded essential knowledge about the 

presswork involved in printing relief plates and the process 

of finishing them. Viscomi has also thoroughly researched 

the history of graphic techniques and conducted careful ex-

periments with transfer methods, resists, etching and en-
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graving techniques, and then thought deeply about the com-

bined implications of this information. He included with 

the Manchester Etching Workshop facsimile a much shorter 

version of a few of the present arguments, but the searching 

thoroughness in Blake and the Idea of the Book distinguishes 

them here. 

The first part of the book is organized according to the 

steps of the process of illuminated publishing, with excur-

sions into variant methods and collateral questions as they 

arise. Several themes run through these discussions, but three 

seem especially important. First, Viscomi sees Blake's meth-

ods in general as variations upon conventional techniques 

in etching and engraving rather than completely unprec-

edented inventions. Second, the chief distinguishing char-

acteristic of illuminated printing is that it minimizes divi-

sions between idea and execution, between text and image— 

divisions that are enforced by conventional technology and 

that continue to be reflected in critical thinking about Blake's 

books. And third, although Blake's publishing enterprise was 

always inefficient and its products more varied than those 

of conventional printers, much of the process was mechani-

cal and determined by the need for efficiency in small-scale 

mass production; only later in Blake's career were illumi-

nated books deliberately differentiated as unique artifacts. 

Viscomi begins by arguing that Blake usually created the 

text and design directly on the plate with only preliminary 

drafting of both, rather than completely settling the text and 

designs and laying out the pages in advance. Thus Blake usu-

ally did not employ the techniques for transferring designs 

that he must have used in much of his other graphic work. 

Viscomi shows how these transfer processes work, especially 

in the complex process of configuring the Night Thoughts 

drawings, and explains why such methods weren't used in 

most illuminated pages. I found the digression as useful as 

the main argument, for the description of transfer methods 

cleared up a question that has troubled me for years. Blake 

occasionally made mysterious errors in his conventional 

etching/engravings which suggest that he somehow forgot 

the function of a given line within a drawing, as if myopia, a 

mechanical process, or a singularly obtuse assistant had in-

tervened between a preliminary drawing and the prepara-

tion of the plate. For instance, in the stipple engraving of 

the Laocoon group for Ree's Cyclopedia (reproduced in 

Essick, Commercial fig. 278), Blake mistook a pair of lines 

delineating one fold of the serpent and the inside of 

Laocoon's right leg for an extra teardrop-shaped loop of ser-

pent next to the scrotum, an error that he had not made in 

the related pencil drawing or in his later annotated engrav-

ing of the subject. 

If Blake used squaring to reduce the images and counter-

proofing to transfer them to the Cyclopedia plate, the lines 

that appeared on the copper should have been expressive 

enough to prevent gross errors. At one point I hypothesized 

that Blake might have used a pantograph or some similar 

device to reduce the image in his drawing to fit the layout of 

the plate, thereby creating lines so inexpressive that they 

could lead to such a mistake. (Even if a pantograph makes a 

line in exactly the right place, which it usually doesn't, the 

line often lacks the critical variations in tone and thickness 

that allow us to understand what it represents.) But I found 

no evidence that Blake or other engravers used pantographs 

regularly, perhaps because these devices weren't sophisti-

cated enough to do such delicate copying. If his eyesight 

was worse than the eyeglasses preserved at the Fitzwilliam 

suggest, I thought next, Blake might have resorted to a loupe, 

which would have restricted his field of vision so severely 

that he couldn't see what he was working on in context. 

After reading Blake and the Idea of the Book I understand 

that Blake must have used squaring to make reductions, but 

that he then used some combination of calking (which is a 

little like using carbon paper), tracing, reversed tracing, and/ 

or counterproofing to transfer designs to the plate. Both calk-

ing and tracing tend to produce somewhat inexpressive 

lines—calked lines are particularly likely to mislead, in that 

they are inexact in both position and strength. Blake prob-

ably lost track of the lines of Laocoon's leg at the calking 

stage, just as a calked image of a mournful angel must have 

suggested an owl at an early phase in engraving page 23 of 

Night Thoughts (In Grant, et al., the drawing is NT44, the 

finished plate NT13E; the owl proof is reproduced as page 

13E in the Proofs section of Volume 2). 

One reason why Viscomi goes to so much trouble to show 

that Blake did not (or, in some cases could not) use transfer 

methods to create most relief plates for illuminated print-

ing is in order to debunk once again the persistent fallacy 

that Blake wrote his texts forward and then mechanically 

reversed them onto the plate so that they would print for-

ward. This is not the occasion for reiterating the debate on 

this point—it has been over for 14 years, despite Bo Ossian 

Lindberg's attempt to revive it in his review of Essick's 

Printmaker—but Viscomi goes beyond beating the dead 

horse to argue that the continued presence of the aromatic 

carcass of the transfer theory has kept us from understand-

ing why as well as how Blake made illuminated books. Trans-

fer theories, in Viscomi's view, reflect the widespread eigh-

teenth-century assumption that all printmaking processes 

are essentially reproductive—that is, mere mechanisms for 

replicating art that "really" exists in another medium—and 

they misrepresent illuminated printing by separating com-

position from production, illumination from text, visual art 

from verbal, inspiration from execution. Viscomi argues that 

relief etching offered an unpremeditated, autographic and 

organic alternative to existing reproductive and mechanis-

tic media. It is essentially drawing and writing (backward) 

on copper—a medium in which the artist composes text, 

lays out the page, and illustrates it, working directly on the 

copper without a final draft of texts or designs on paper 

(obviously the Songs were mostly or completely written in 

advance, but Viscomi thinks they are exceptional rather than 

typical). 
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In Printmaker, Essick suggested that Blake used a fine brush 

and a combination of oil and tallow to write his texts and 

draw his designs on the copper. Viscomi argues persuasively 

that this mixture would be difficult to use for writing text 

and unsatisfactory as a resist. He instead follows Linnell, 

who reported that Blake used a version of ordinary stop-

ping solution, probably thickened asphaltum varnish, 

ground with linseed oil and diluted with turpentine. Viscomi 

also contends that Blake used a quill pen rather than a brush 

to write his texts, but I am skeptical on this point. I can't 

make a quill write anything like a Blakean script, whether it 

is cut with a sharp spreading point or a square or oblique 

one, whether writing backward or forward; judging from 

the quill-written facsimile texts that Viscomi offers, he can't 

quite do it either. Blake's characteristic fluent cursive script 

and even the larger examples of his fussier upright Roman 

display an immensely complex pattern of thicks and thins 

that seems most consistent with Essick's pointed brush; the 

texts written by Viscomi often duplicate the basic letterforms 

of Blake's texts but the strokes appear to be uniform in thick-

ness. I will not be surprised if it turns out that Blake used 

more than one tool to write with, just as he used several 

different scripts. A quill might well have produced the tiny 

letters (without noticeable thicks and thins) of some of the 

Songs of Innocence. But until someone demonstrates true 

Blakean scripts that have been etched in copper and printed, 

we won't know for certain how Blake did them. 

In addition to writing and drawing in resist, Blake worked 

on illuminated plates in several other ways, some of which 

involved transferring designs (not texts). Even in the early 

illuminated books Blake employed a variety of means for 

modifying the designs drawn in resist upon the plate. In 

most cases he simply treated the applied resist as if it were a 

conventional etching ground and scratched through it be-

fore the plate was etched, which usually printed as narrow 

white lines in the midst of the black areas created by the 

resist. Elsewhere he worked with a burin on the plate sur-

face after etching the design; the effect is similar, but it may 

produce distinctive white lines running through the border 

left by the etching dam. 

Blake also used two processes that Viscomi identifies with 

the confusing memoranda on the techniques of "woodcut 

on pewter" and "woodcut on copper" (Erdman 694). Both 

are means of producing white lines or white spaces on a full 

layer of conventional etching ground, and are called "wood-

cuts" because they are printed in relief as woodcuts are. 

"Woodcut on pewter," as Viscomi sees it, is a technique in 

which the artist transfers a design by calking or 

counterproofing and then simply scrapes away both ground 

and underlying metal to produce a design composed of white 

areas surrounded by black (the ground here is not a resist 

but rather facilitates transferring the design and heighten-

ing the contrast between scraped and unscraped metal). 

Similarly, Viscomi argues that Blake's "woodcut on copper" 

is the equivalent of modern white-line etching, and involves 

scraping or scratching away at a resist on copper and then 

etching the exposed metal to print whites (rather than blacks 

as in conventional intaglio etching). 

These two processes are mechanically similar to Blake's 

techniques for modifying designs drawn in resist, described 

above, but (and I think I'm getting this right) they are dis-

tinguishable because they employ an area of full ground, 

they necessarily involve a preliminary design (though it can 

be sketched on the plate itself rather than transferred), they 

require slightly different tools, and their white lines and 

spaces delineate primary forms. Although Viscomi's case is 

fairly persuasive that these techniques are those called 

"woodcut on pewter" and "woodcut on copper" in Blake's 

elliptical memoranda, I hope this terminology does not catch 

on outside of this book: here it helps to make important 

distinctions between the various white-line techniques, and 

wrenches some sense out of the memoranda, but the terms 

would be needlessly confusing in most other contexts, and 

even Viscomi sometimes uses them in ways that invite mis-

understanding. 

Once the copper printing plate was etched and otherwise 

satisfactory Blake could make major changes in the appear-

ance of the image it generated by employing color-printing. 

For relief-printed illuminated books, this involved painting 

viscous colored inks on the raised and/or etched surfaces of 

the plate with a stump brush and printing all colors at once. 

Viscomi thus treats Blake's color-printing as a relief-print-

ing variant upon a common eighteenth-century mode of 

color-printing, the single-plate intaglio process called a la 

poupee, in which colored inks were applied (often rather 

approximately) to different areas of the intaglio plate. 

In his discussion of the various printing processes used to 

create illuminated books from etched plates, Viscomi inge-

niously reconstructs the presswork involved in printing spe-

cific books. He shows that in many cases Blake must have 

printed several copies of each book at a time. Most Blake 

scholars (including me) have underestimated the amount 

of work involved in setting up the press to print, and there-

fore assumed that Blake could have done so casually, when-

ever he felt like it, or when he got an order for a book. Viscomi 

argues persuasively, citing both practical experience and the 

evidence of the books themselves, that in most cases Blake 

must have printed the books in small editions of 10 or so, 

rather than one at a time. This a major discovery, but in his 

enthusiastic pursuit of the demon Error, Viscomi is a little 

too hard on others who have written about the subject. Sev-

eral times, he cites someone as another dastardly perpetuator 

of the canard that each copy was printed separately, when 

the unfortunate citee merely implied this in arguing that 

each copy was unique in an editorially significant sense, that 

copies were finished differently, or that they were finished 

at different times. 

Viscomi is so zealously attentive to his argument that he 

doesn't always seem to recall something he clearly knows 

very well: in Blake's case, printing a copy of an illuminated 
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book is not the same as producing a copy of it, which for 

colored copies must include the entire process of assembling 

and finishing with pen, brush, ink and watercolors. Collec-

tive finishing as well as printing appears to have occurred, 

but unlike printing, finishing and assembling could take 

place at any time, and revisions, reassembling, and refinish-

ing were always possible. Strictly speaking, editors must be 

prepared to weigh the authority of each instance in which 

Blake was apparently satisfied that his work on any feature, 

even a "blur or mark," was complete or complete enough, 

and that may include hundreds of distinguishable instances 

in the production of a single page of a single copy of a single 

book. We will have to decide which differences are impor-

tant and which are not. But even without dwelling on the 

infinite regression of "completeness," editors of illuminated 

books can't afford to put undue emphasis on "editions" when 

they are as small and as various as these. Even uncolored 

copies printed at the same time in the same ink on the same 

paper and bound in the same order will manifest differences 

that may be significant from an editorial point of view: the 

printed punctuation (at least) always varies, and textual edi-

tors and those discussing illuminations will have to con-

tinue to think about as many copies as possible even if many 

of them were printed at the same time. Overemphasizing 

the uniqueness of copies encourages certain kinds of criti-

cal foolishness, as Viscomi shows, but he also shows that 

critics have been wrong in other ways when they thought 

about too few copies. 

Even if this prophet isn't always gracious with Error, he 

seems to be on good terms with Truth: the evidence for small 

"editions" is abundant and various, now that he has pointed 

it out. Viscomi's account of the ways in which the work of 

printing, finishing, and assembling books must have pro-

ceeded or could have proceeded is detailed and plausible. 

Everyone who writes about the illuminated books will have 

to reckon with this theory. Most of the time Blake, working 

with Catherine as his "printer's devil," must have printed 

multiple copies of each page (often in pairs); then the two 

of them colored the pages together en masse (often perfunc-

torily) and only later assembled them into books. Casually 

finished books might subsequently be touched up or even 

elaborately refinished at another time, as some late copies 

of Songs were, but most pages of most books were never the 

object of sustained individual attention and their collective 

effect in a particular book may or may not have been in the 

mind of the colorist (who may or may not have been Blake 

himself). The account of Blake's publishing process here has 

profound consequences for all those who think about edit-

ing illuminated books; what was already one of the most 

difficult of editorial problems is made even more richly prob-

lematic. Although Viscomi's instinct for polemic in these 

chapters is sometimes distracting, he has provided the 

groundwork and much of the framework for the next, more 

sophisticated phases of editorial theory about Blake. 

In the second half of the book Viscomi discusses recover-

able printing history for each of the illuminated books in 

detail; in every instance his account makes new sense out of 

old puzzles, and often the puzzles melt away entirely. Some 

of the information in these chapters has already been sum-

marized in the new Blake Trust facsimiles that Viscomi 

helped to edit, but much of it is entirely new. He leaves few 

applecarts unturned, redating almost the entire illuminated 

canon in various ways, and he indicates the consequences 

of his theories for editors and even biographers. All of this is 

important and some of it is even exciting, but as one might 

expect, several of the arguments make heavy reading if you 

aren't immediately engaged in the questions they address, 

as in the latter part of Chapter 32, "The Production and Evo-

lution of Milton: 1804-1818," which uncovers this compli-

cated process in exhausting (but not exhaustive) detail. A 

very useful five-page Appendix charts the hypothetical pub-

lishing history of all 21 illuminated books from 1788 to the 

posthumous copies, identifying the approximate date of 

printing (not finishing) for each copy. Most readers will find 

themselves referring to this chart regularly whenever they 

are working on illuminated books. 

Blake and the Idea of the Book is handsomely laid out and 

sturdily constructed in an oblong format, perhaps in delib-

erate imitation of Erdman's Illuminated Blake. It is gener-

ously illustrated with 312 good-quality monochrome half-

tones that convey as much information as such illustrations 

can, which is to say barely enough, and includes 13 color 

plates that do only a little better. It would have been impos-

sible to publish this book for less than $50 if more or better 

color had been used, and I doubt that Princeton will make 

much money even as things are; the problem is that many 

of Viscomi's arguments necessarily depend on attending to 

phenomena that aren't easily seen even in good offset re-

productions. Perhaps when all the pages of all copies of the 

illuminated books are available in color-corrected, high-

resolution digital images, as envisioned by the scholars work-

ing on the electronic Blake archive, Viscomi will assemble 

an elegant illustrated hypertext version of the publication 

chart in Appendix A that will make everything as clear to us 

as it is to him. 
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N E W S L E T T E R 

FIRST ANNUAL VINCENT A. DE LUCA MEMORIAL LECTURE 

On Monday, 27 February 1995, Robert N. Essick delivered the first 

annual Vincent A. De Luca Memorial Lecture at the University of 

Toronto. The lecture was entitled "Representation, Anxiety, and the 

Bibliographic Sublime." 

"IN . . . CAMBRIDGE & IN OXFORD, PLACES OF THOUGHT" 

As an addendum to his earlier bibliocritical reports on publications 

concerned with "Blake and His Circle," D. W. Dorrbecker has 

recently complied a list of Blake-related theses which were submitted 

for academic degrees between 1950 and 1994 to universities in the 

United Kingdom and the Republic of Ireland. This checklist, which, 

apart from some 75 main entries also contains a few corrigenda to 

the winter 1992-93 issue of Blake, has now been privately printed at 

the University of Trier, and a limited number of copies is available 

from the author (write to D. W. Dorrbecker, Department of Art 

History, FBIII, The University of Trier, D-54286, Trier, Germany). 

ON THE FORMATION OF A SECULAR JEWISH SATURDAY SCHOOL IN BROOKLYN 

"The parent-workers didn't want their children to go to the 

conservative religious schools, but they did want them to learn 

Jewish history and socialism. They offered to pay the rent for several 

meeting rooms every Saturday morning and to provide petty c a s h -

not petty to t hem- fo r minimal school supplies. All three friends 

were enthusiastic about the project, and my mother was asked to 

plan a curriculum. It proved to consist of the Communist Manifesto, 

poetry by Blake, Shelley, and Walt Whitman, some Old Testament 

material (largely 'Exodus'and the more troublesome prophets) and 

(rather surprisingly) Henry Morgan's anthropology." —in: 

Rubinstein, Annette T. "Socialist Sunday Schools," Science & Society 

58 (1994): 331-32. (Submitted by Ralph Dumain to the online Blake 

group, blake@albion.com.) 

THE BLAKE SOCIETY AT ST. JAMES'S PICADILLY: EVENTS IN 1995 

Sunday, 13 August, 12 noon: 

Visit to Bunhill Fields (site of Blake's grave) 

Wednesday, 27 September, 7:30 pm: 

Peter Ackroyd, "Blake the Londoner" 

Wednesday, 11 October, 7:30 pm: 

David Worrall, "Recent Trends in Blake Criticism" 

Tuesday, 7 November, 7:30 pm: 

David Punter, "'His shadowy Animals': The Idea of Living Creatures 

in Blake" 

Tuesday, 5 December, 7:30 pm: 

A general meeting of the Blake Society 

WORDSWORTH-COLERIDGE ASSOCIATION NEWS 

In honor of the 25th anniversary of The Wordsworth Circle and the 

Wordsworth Summer Conference, the Wordsworth-Coleridge 

Association is sponsoring two panels at the 1995 meeting of MLA: 

"The Profession of Romanticism" and "The Collected Coleridge." 

NEW BLAKE JOURNAL 

The Journal of The Blake Society at St. James is now available. The 

first issue is free to members of the Society. For non-members the 

charge is UK £4 (includes postage) or USA $15 (includes airmail 

delivery). Please send remittances to Jim Dewhurst, Broomey Leys, 

20 Stoneleigh Close, Stoneleigh, Coventry, CV8 3DE, UK. 

URTHONA 

Urthona is a new arts magazine that "takes Blake as its guiding 

spirit." It "aims to look at the arts from a spiritual perspective, and is 

particularly interested in the overlaps between the work of the great 

artists of the west, such as Blake, and the spiritual traditions of 

Buddhism. The current issue has several articles on Blake . . . 

."Subscriptions are £5 for two issues. Send checks to Urthona, 19 

Newmarket Road, Cambridge, CB5 8EG. 

BLAKE OPERA 

Dana Harden has been working on a new opera based on William 

Blake's Milton. There will be two semi-staged productions of part 1 

(The Bard's Song) of the opera, at 3 pm, 25 and 26 November 1995 

at the Boulder Public Library Auditorium in Boulder, Colorado. 

Along with Harden's score and libretto, Blake's art work and 

original set designs will be projected on a 20 x 20 foot screen behind 

the singers and actors. Blake's language of gestures will be incorpo-

rated into the choreography. Funding is needed to further stage this 

production and the rest of Milton next year. This will include 

developing "Virtual Sets" based on Blake's artwork and creating the 

libretto and staging. Audio and video recordings of the upcoming 

November performance will be available upon request. Please 

contact Dana Harden at (303) 530-7617, Golgonooza Productions, 

PO Box 19614, Boulder, CO, 80301-2614 or by email at 

womansway@aol.com (soon to be golgonooza@aol.com). 

KEATS-SHELLEY JOURNAL 

The Keats-Shelley Journal has a web page on the world wide web. 

The address is http://www.luc.edu/publications/keats-shelley/ 

ksjweb.htm. Blake hopes to have a web page sometime soon. 
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